Electronic and phonon coherence are usually measured in different ways because their time-scales are very different. In this paper we simultaneously measure the electronic and phonon coherence using the interference of the electron-phonon correlated states induced by two phase-locked optical pulses. Interferometric visibility showed that electronic coherence remained in a semiconducting GaAs crystal until ,40 fs; in contrast, electronic coherence disappeared within 10 fs in a semimetallic Bi crystal at room temperature, differing substantially from the long damping time of its phonon coherence, in the picosecond range.
Electronic and phonon coherence are usually measured in different ways because their time-scales are very different. In this paper we simultaneously measure the electronic and phonon coherence using the interference of the electron-phonon correlated states induced by two phase-locked optical pulses. Interferometric visibility showed that electronic coherence remained in a semiconducting GaAs crystal until ,40 fs; in contrast, electronic coherence disappeared within 10 fs in a semimetallic Bi crystal at room temperature, differing substantially from the long damping time of its phonon coherence, in the picosecond range.
C oherence is a fundamental characteristic of quantum mechanics and a key issue in future devices and information technologies. Measuring coherence is essential to understanding the quantum nature of materials. The coherence of quantum states can be evaluated by measuring interference, such as in Young's double-slit experiment. Irradiating a material with an ultrashort optical pulse can induce both coherent oscillations of interband transition amplitude (polarization) and coherent oscillation of phonons. The former oscillation is referred to as electronic coherence, while the latter is referred to as phonon coherence. In many materials, the coherent oscillation of phonons have been observed using transient reflectivity measurements with single-pulse excitation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Two-pulse excitation, which is used for coherent control technique [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , can be used to measure the interference of electronic and phonon quantum states: When an optical pulse irradiates a material, this creates a coherent superposition of valence band and conduction band states that can be described by a coherent oscillation of the polarization. The second optical pulse enhances or decrease the polarization amplitude from the first pulse via constructive or destructive interference, depending on the relative phases of the two pulses. To measure the relaxation time of the electronic coherence in crystalline GaAs, photon-echo and four-wave-mixing experiments with two-pulse excitation were performed [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The reported relaxation times are in the range from several tens of femtoseconds to a few picoseconds, depending on the sample temperature. However, the electronic and phonon coherence were measured separately, in spite of the correlation between them.
In this study, we simultaneously measured the electronic and phonon coherence in the electron-phonon correlated states induced in bulk solids at room temperature. To accomplish this, we performed transient reflectivity measurements with phase-locked two-pulse excitation, with separation time controlled to sub-femtosecond precision. We examined semiconducting GaAs and semimetallic Bi crystals, whose band gap is near or below the excitation photon energy. In both samples, the transient reflectivity measurements showed coherent oscillations, caused by optical phonons, with relaxation times of a few picoseconds. Interferograms of the amplitudes of the coherent oscillations, obtained by varying the delay of the two pump pulses, showed fringe patterns that represent both the electronic and phonon coherence. The interferometric visibility showed that electronic coherence remained after several tens of femtoseconds in GaAs, while it disappeared within 10 fs in Bi. We discuss the interference using a three-level model for the electron-phonon system and density matrix formalism.
Results
Schematic of the pump-probe reflectivity measurement setup. The transient reflectivity was measured with a typical pump-probe technique with electro-optic detection. Figure 1 (a) shows a schematic of our pump-probe setup. The output of the Ti:sapphire oscillator (center wavelength 5 805 nm (1.54 eV), pulse width 5 ,50 fs) was split with a partial beam splitter into two beams at a 951 ratio; these beams were used as pump and probe pulses, respectively. The pump pulse was introduced into a scan delay unit (APE Scan Delay) to control the delay between the pump and probe pulses. It was then introduced into a Michelson-type interferometer to produce two phase-locked pulses (pulse 1 and 2). The delay (t 12 ) between pulse 1 and 2 was controlled with a precision of ,0.5 fs. The power of pulses 1 and 2 were 40 and 30 mW, respectively. The phase-locked pump pulses were focused on the sample using a lens, which also focused the probe pulse (pulse 3). The beam diameter at the sample position position was measured to be 86 mm (full width of half maximum: FWHM) by the knife-edge method for both pump and probe pulses and fluencies of pulse 1, 2 and 3 was 8.6, 6.5, and 0.2 mJ/cm 2 /pulse, respectively. The pulse width at the sample position after the lens was estimated to be 60 fs (FWHM) by using the cross-correlation technique with second-harmonic generation. The pump and probe pulse were linearly polarized, and the angle between pump and probe polarization was 45 degrees. The reflected pulse from the probe pulse was fed into a polarization beam splitter. The parallel and perpendicular polarized light was monitored with balanced photodiodes (PD1 and PD2). The differential signal from the PDs was amplified with a current amplifier (SRS SR570) and averaged in a digital oscilloscope. The temporal evolution of the reflectivity change (DR) was measured by scanning the delay (t 13 ) between the first pump and probe pulses, repetitively, at 20 Hz with a fixed t 12 . To filter non-oscillatory background in the temporal evolution, a bandpass filter (3-300 kHz) was used to amplify the measurements. The samples were single crystals of n-type GaAs and Bi.
Coherent oscillations caused by phonons. Figure 1 (b) shows an example of the time-dependent reflectivity (DR(t)/R 0 ) from GaAs, scanning t 13 and fixing t 12 to ,0 fs; this result shows mode beating. The Fourier-transformed (FT) spectrum, shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b) , confirms that two modes were coherently excited at frequencies of 8.7 and 7.7 THz, corresponding respectively to the longitudinal optical (LO) phonons and the LO phonon-plasmon coupling (LOPC) oscillations 13 . DR(t)/R 0 , shown in Fig. 1(b) , is described with a linear combination of two damped harmonic oscillators, corresponding to the LO phonons and the LOPC oscillations:
where A 0 is the baseline, and A i , C i , T i , and d I are the phonon amplitude, relaxation time, oscillation period, and initial phase, respectively. By curve fitting, we found the oscillation periods (T 1 and T 2 ) and relaxation times (C i and C 2 ) to be 115 fs (8.7 THz) and 1.7 ps for the LO phonons and 130 fs (7.7 THz) and 0.8 ps for the LOPC oscillations, respectively. Figure 1 (c) shows the time-dependent reflectivity from Bi, where one mode is coherently excited at the frequency of 2.9 THz, corresponding to the A 1g phonons. By fitting to eq. (1), we found the oscillation period and relaxation time to be T 1 5 345 fs (2.9 THz) and C 1 5 3.6 ps, respectively.
Interference in intensities of coherent oscillations. Figure 2 (a-e) shows interferograms of the coherent oscillations, obtained by varying the delay between the pump pulses along with the optical interferogram. Figure 2 (a) and 2(d) show the optical interferograms; the intensity of the optical interference between pulses 1 and 2 was obtained using a spectrometer. The beat and envelope of the oscillation (as shown in Fig. 2(a) ) correspond to the optical cycle and envelope shape of the pulse, respectively. Figure 2 (b), 2(c), and 2(e) show examples of the interferograms of the LO phonons, the LOPC oscillations in GaAs, and the A 1g phonons in Bi; we obtained these values from the peak intensity of the FT spectrum of the transient reflectivity obtained by scanning t 13 (same as Fig. 1(b) and 1(c)), with delay t 12 scanned with a time step of ,0.5 fs. We observed fast beating with a period of ,2.7 fs, representing electronic coherence, within 80 fs for the LO phonons and LOPC oscillations in GaAs; we observed this same beating within 50 fs for the A 1g phonons in Bi. The envelopes of the signals mainly represent the interference of the coherent oscillations of the phonons induced by the pulse 1 and 2, as discussed in Ref. 13 . For example, the intensity of the LO phonons in GaAs (Fig. 2(c) ) decreased to zero at a half period (58 fs) by destructive interference and then increased again.
We calculated the interferometric visibility (V(t 12 )) of the fast beating as follows:
where I max and I min correspond to the maximum and minimum values of the beat around the delay t 12 , because the interferometric visibility is a measure of coherence 22 . Figure 2 (f) and 2(g) show the time-dependent visibility of the optical interference, LO phonons, and LOPC oscillations in GaAs (Fig. 2(f) ) as well as the A 1g phonons in Bi (Fig. 2(g) ). The time-dependent visibility of the optical interference fits well to a half-Gaussian function with a width of 25-30 fs, corresponding to half the cross-correlation width of the pulses. In contrast, the visibility of the LO phonons and LOPC oscillations in the GaAs intensities was higher than 0.6 at 60 fs and gradually decreased to less than 0.2 within 80 fs, indicating that electronic coherence remained in GaAs at 80 fs. In contrast, the visibility of the A 1g phonons in Bi decreased as the optical interference collapsed.
Three-level model calculations. To understand the interference between the electron-phonon coupled states, we performed calculations using a three-level model and density matrix formalism. We approximated the electron-phonon system as three levels of the zerophonon state in the electronic ground state jg,0ae and the zero-and one-phonon states in the electronic excitation states je,0ae and je,1ae. The Hamiltonian is expressed as H 0~g g,0i g,0j h j z e e,0i e,0j h j z( e z hv) e,1i e,1j h j ,
where g , e , and hv are the energies of the electronic ground and excited states and the phonon energy, respectively. Using the rotating wave approximation, the interaction with the two pump pulses is given as
where m is the transition dipole moment, V is the central frequency of the pulse, E(t) is the envelope of the pulse centered at t 5 0, and a is the electron-phonon coupling constant. To phenomenologically account for the phase relaxation mechanism, we adopt the stochastic model of Anderson and Kubo 23, 24 , in which the excited state energy e e is assumed to have a random fluctuation part f(t) that obeys the Markoffian-Gaussian process defined by the following two-time correlation function:
where c is the effective frequency of the random force and D is its amplitude. We neglect the phase relaxation in the phonon part because of its long relaxation time. We also assume that the central frequency of the pulse satisfies the resonance condition hV~e{ g : In the interaction representation, the time evolution of the state is obtained by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation to the first order of m as
where F(t)~1 h
f (s)ds. Equation (6) represents the correlation between electronic and phonon states. The density matrix r(t) at t is given by r(t) 5 jy(t)aeAEy(t)j. The coherent oscillation of the phonon is generated by the superposition of je,0ae and je,1ae in the impulsive absorption, and is observed as an oscillatory modulation in the reflectivity change DR(t), which is proportional to the expectation value of the coordinate of the phonon leading to the change in the electric susceptibility. Therefore, the amplitude of the oscillation [DR(t)] in DR(t) is proportional to the expectation value of the off-diagonal terms between je,0ae and je,1ae,
in which Á Á Á h i means the average over the stochastic process. The right hand side of eq. (7) can be obtained with eqs. (5) and (6) as follows:
where the memory function W(t{t
using the Gaussian property of f(t) as
This function describes the relaxation of the phase memory, encompassing the non-Markoffian decay W(t)< exp { D With a short enough pulse width, eq. (8) can be simplified for t far after the passage of the pulse 2, as follows:
where H:
E t ð Þdt is the pulse area. The electronic fringe pattern arises from the last term, which is superimposed on the phonon fringe pattern. Figure 3 shows an example of simulations with eq. (10), which qualitatively reproduce the experimental interferograms of the phonons. Although the three-level model seems to be a crude approximation for the band-to-band transitions in semiconductors and semimetals, the effect of the continuous spectra in the final states is partially taken into account as the Gaussian decay of the phase memory. The difference in the estimated value of D (0.03 fs 21 for GaAs, 0.05 fs 21 for Bi) is consistent with the difference of the band structure in both materials. In the analysis we assumed that D is a constant within 100 fs, because the carrier lifetime is much longer. For instance, the thermalizatin of nonequilibrium photo-induced carrier has time constant of ,600 fs 25 and minority-carrier lifetime is ,10 ns 26 .
Discussion
We simultaneously measured the electronic and phonon coherence by assessing the interference of the electron-phonon correlated states induced by the two phase-locked optical pulses. The interference visibility in the interferogram of the LO phonons and the LOPC (Fig. 2(f) ) shows that the measured coherence in GaAs was longer than that measured from the optical interference. We evaluated how long coherence was maintained by measuring the coherence time (t c ), where the interferometric visibility decreases to 0.5. The t c for electronic coherence in GaAs was ,70 fs, while the t c extracted from the optical interferogram was 30 fs. This difference indicates that, in the bulk GaAs at room temperature, the coherence of the optical cycle was transferred to the electronic coherence via interband transitions and the coherence was maintained for ,40 fs. We can qualitatively explain this phenomenon using a three-level model for the electron-phonon coupled states. Our measured memory time of the electronic coherence in the electron-phonon correlated states may be a reasonable value: using four-wave mixing experiments, Wehner et al. 16 studied coherent control of electron-phonon scattering in a GaAs crystal at 77 K and found a relaxation time for electronic coherence of 140 fs.
In contrast, we found the t c of the A 1g phonon in Bi to be ,40 fs ( Fig. 2(g) ), indicating that the electronic coherence time in Bi was ,10 fs, less than that in GaAs. This difference might be explained by the differing band-gaps of GaAs and Bi: GaAs is a semiconductor with a direct band gap of ,1.44 eV 27 , while Bi is a semimetal with a small band gap (,15 meV) 28 . The electronic state excited by the pump pulse (1.54 eV) is close to the band edge in GaAs and is within the conduction band in Bi. Thus, compared with GaAs, many paths exist in Bi for dephasing and electron-electron scattering, a behavior that may not be properly described by the simple three-level model. It may be worthy to discuss limitations of our simple three-level model. This model can be applied for weak-and resonance-excitation conditions but not for strong-excitation conditions, in which phonons are excited in high number states and photo-excited carrier concentrations are high. In addition, it cannot be applied for a thin-film sample, in which the response from its top surface should be significant along with that from a bulk, because the surface states are different from the bulk states.
Note that, in the interferograms of the coherent oscillations of phonons in the measured interference from the transient reflectivity, a fringe pattern appears, caused by both the electronic and phonon coherence. By taking the visibility in the interferogram as a function of the delay-time of the double-pumps, the duration of the coherence can be measured both for the electronic part and the phonon part with the subfemtosecond accuracy. This will open up a possibility to reveal the underlying mechanism of the phase relaxation in various conditions of materials. After the electronic coherence is lost in the materials, the phonon coherence is still observed.
Methods
Data processing. The reflected probe pulse was directed to the polarization beam splitter, and the parallel and perpendicular components were detected by two lab-made photodetectors (PD1 and PD2) which use p-i-n photodiodes (Hamamatsu Photonics, S5973-01). The polarization of the probe pulse was optimized in order to balance outputs from two photodiodes. Opposite bias was applied to PD1 and PD2, and the differential signal was amplified by using a current amplifier (SRS SR570) and then transferred to a digital oscilloscope (Iwatsu DS-4354 M) at each pump-probe delay t 13 with the fast scan unit. The displacement in this scan unit was proportional to the voltage applied, and the voltage was swept sinusoidally at 20 Hz for each scan. The time evolution of the amplified differential signal and the applied voltage were monitored with the oscilloscope. The pump-probe delay t 13 was obtained from the voltage data. The data were averaged from 500 scans. The crystal orientation of GaAs was obtained to be (511) by X-ray diffraction.
Optical interference. The output (pulse 1 and 2) from the Michelson-type interferometer was directed to the polarizer, and a part of the scattered light from the surface of the polarizer was detected with a fiber-connected spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB4000). The obtained spectrum shows spectral interference of the pulses 1 and 2. The pump optical correlation (shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(d) ) was obtained by plotting the integrated intensity of the spectra between 750 and 850 nm with varying the delay t 12 between pulses 1 and 2. This optical correlation was measured at the same time of reflectivity measurement for all measurements and was influenced by fluctuation in laser, temperature, and alignment. One optical arm of the interferometer was equipped with a 5-nm feed-back stage.
